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Mark Potter; DSA <mail@sharparchitects. co. uk>
Howard Nash; Ralph; lloyddaviss@gmail.com; brendan@bw-architect.co.uk
Re: FBUA 30 June Minutes info needed

Dear Yasmin
Below is a short report for the British Committee on our two bursary schemes. I am unable to comment on the
website since, although I meet with Elaine Yeung - the manager of our website - when the bursaries need
publicising, I don't do anything about its other content. Something for a new volunteer perhaps.
1) British FBUA Bursary 2016. Benjamin Strak studying Eileen Gray's house E1027.
Ben has completed his travels in France this summer and is now writing up his report and making a model of the
house. He has received £900 of the £1,500 bursary - the balance will be due on completion of the report. He writes
to us 7.9.2016:
"My work is going well, work on the model has slowed down a bit since I have started working full time but I have a
clear outline of the reports content to start writing up in earnest over the next few months. I was especially
interested in what I discovered in Vezeley - I think that the renovation work that Gray did there with Badovici is the
missing link between her furniture and the later villas"
I would propose that he is asked to present his work in London in March 2017.
2) Elaine Lloyd-Davis drawing bursary.
At the Suffolk Reunion in May 2016 it was agreed by bursary committee members from both countries and David LD
that this award should be carried forward as follows:
a) The success of the Cambridge weekend in March should be publicised on the website with examples of the work.
b) The March 2016 group of FBUA ELD "Alumni" should be kept informed of FBUA activities with the hope that in
time they and their successors will get involved in the Union.
c) Feedback forms should be sent to the March 2016 group and the simple advantages of hand-drawing made clear
with this feedback to future applicants.
d) Lessons for the 2017 drawing weekend in Paris:
- several tutors are needed for a group of 6/7 with one leader. Various members should drop in and help out.
- simplify the money distribution to comply with CAF rules. Hand out full cost of accom, food, materials, travel to
participants on arrival for them to sign for. This takes hassle off the course tutor.
- give the task of publicity to attract applicants to a member in each section to avoid time charge costs from Elaine.
Members to be social media aware. The databases of architecture schools are in place. Volunteers please!
- 2017 campaign to start at the October 2016 Paris Joint Committee.
Best wishes
Mark
Sent from my iPhone
On 4 Sep 2016, at 17:45, Mark Potter <Mark@potterandholmes.com> wrote:
Dear Yasmin
I will be able to do this later this week and before your next committee meeting once I am on
holiday!
X
Mark
Sent from my iPhone
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